Explaining QCCC’s Cancellation Policy:
Most of QCCC’s contracts are made 10-12 months in advance of the booking and to honour each contract
QCCC turns away multiple other bookings and enquiries, particularly in Term One which is highly sought
after. As contracts were being entered into through 2021, QCCC was consistent in its advice – “wherever

QCCC is permitted to operate according to the Public Health Directions normal cancellation policies, as
per QCCC’s terms and conditions, apply.” This is:
“Bookings cancelled within 120 days (180 days for school bookings in Term One) of a scheduled event

incur a cancellation fee calculated at 85% of minimum numbers booked.”
Queensland Health:
Queensland Health consider Outdoor Education facilities as short-term accommodation in its Public
Health Directions. The current advice in the Public Health and Social Measures linked to vaccination
status Direction (No. 2) is short-term accommodation providers are operational with the following
parameters:

This Public Health Direction also goes on to describe specific arrangements for school groups and their
activities:

Outdoor Education Facilities are also explicitly mentioned in the COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for
Workers in a high-risk setting Direction, and all QCCC venues have worked with their staff (135 across
QCCC) to comply.

Education Queensland:
As at 13th January 2022 the Education Queensland website suggests school operations, under the Covid
Safe Planning Framework, will resume at Scenario 2. Under these arrangements:

QCCC has successfully and safely operated observing Queensland Industry Plans and/or Covid Safe
Checklist since June 2020. We are more than happy to discuss with schools the arrangements in place
for Covid-Safe operations, quarantine, and close contact undertakings.
Options for alternative arrangements:
We acknowledge we are in extraordinary and difficult times, so we are willing to work with groups to
come to reasonable arrangements, with some of the options being:
1.

Relax our minimum number policy applied to their booking where sickness and close contact
expectations limit participant numbers.

2.

Step up QCCC staff to assist with camps, including overnight supervision.

3.

Investigate options to postpone camps to dates later in the year, acknowledging only limited
vacancies exist throughout QCCC’s sought-after venues.

4.

Where a camp does not proceed, come to a reasonable financial arrangement so QCCC is not
financially penalised for a cancellation where QCCC is not at fault.

It is QCCC’s position that where our contracts are not frustrated, rather that the inability of a group to
attend camp is self-imposed because of a policy they have decided to take, we will reluctantly apply our
existing cancellation policies to bookings that are unilaterally cancelled.

